
Quick Play +D Helper 
Running Play 

Running Formula; 
Start with Running # (ball carriers Running # based on the location of run)
- Optional - modify with Optional Plays (Draw, Zone Read, Stay in, Go OB)
- Modify with Defensive Modifier from Quick Play +D Chart (defensive play vs offensive play)
- Modify with Game Effects (from the next GAC, modify based on the location of the run)
- Optional - modify with Weather Effects (if used)

Possible Fumbles; Fum: Run or Fum: Bad Snap or Fum:Team=FF
Possible Reviews; if there was a fumble, or if the end of the play ended within 0.5 yards of a first down or TD 
Quick Play Running Formula: Starting Running # + Optional Plays + modifier from Quick Play Chart + 
GAC modifiers + Weather Effects 
Running Play Notes 
A running play in Forty Nine Football starts with the location you want to run and there are four 
options; an Outside run has the most risk with the highest reward, Inside is next followed by 
Stretch and then Off Tackle which is the least risk but also the least amount of reward. For example 
if you want to try for a longer run, Outside or Inside will have a better chance at that, or if you just 
need a couple of yards, Off Tackle could be the better option, but stuff happens in a game so 
don’t think of it as black or white. Forty Nine lives in the grey in between!  
If the defense is blitzing a lot, running a Draw play (always is an inside run) is a good counter to 
the blitz, and if a defense is running a lot of basic run and pass defenses, then the Zone Read is a 
good choice. 
A running play is resolved by first determining which player will be the ball carrier, either by using 
the Player Selection Charts, or by you choosing the ball carrier, but if you choose the ball carrier 
you must track attempts so as to not overuse a player. Pick one way and stick with it for the game. 
If you are selecting players by tracking their attempts, once a ball carrier reaches his total number 
of attempts you reduce their Running # by -10 for their next run and -20 for the rest of their runs. 
An RB who is has averaged their yards per carry in the came, and if they had more than 5 carriers 
per game, gets 30% more carries until fatigue sets in. See Game Manual for more details. 
Each ball carrier is rated with a Running # for the four locations. The Running # is used to reference 
the Results Card for yards gained, the higher the better! Most WR’s, QB’s and some RB’s have a 
Running # that looks like this; 1-6:84  7-20:39. Roll a D20 and if it’s a 1-6 then the Running # is 84 
else it is 39. 
Running Play Steps 
1. Determine the Run Location and Ball Carrier 
2. Turn over GAC; check for Penalties, Reviews and or Fumbles 
3. Determine the Running # as outlined above. The result is the Final Running # 
4. Determine yards gained; turn over the Results card and match the Final Running # with the 

appropriate Cell, all Running play results are on the left under the blue headings. 
5. Resolve for; any Fumble, Penalty or Review 
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Forty Nine Football - Passing Play 
Passing Formula; 
Determine Completion

Start with Comp # for the depth of pass. (Note this used to be called QB Rating #)
- Optional - modify with Optional Plays (Screen Pass, Extra Blocking, Play Action, Go OB)
- Modify with Defensive Modifier from Quick Play +D Chart (defensive play vs offensive play called)
- Modify with Game Effects (from the GAC if Pressure is applied)
- Modified with Weather Effects (if used)
- Compare the Final QB Rating # on the next Results Card to determine if pass is completed (Blank is 

incomplete, C is complete, P is possible pass deflection by Defense, * is completion only if receiver * or +)
Determine Yards Gained if pass complete

Start with receivers Yardage # (receivers Yardage # based on depth of pass)
- Modify with Game Influence (Passing Yards modifier from GAC)
- Compare Final Yardage # on the next Results Card

Possible Fumbles; Fum:QB, Fum;Rec, Fum:Bad Snap or Fum: Team=FF
Possible Reviews; if there was a fumble, or if the end of the play ended within 0.5 yards of first down or TD, or 
if the pass was complete / incomplete, or there was an interception.  
Quick Play Formula: To see if pass is complete QB Rating # + Optional Plays + modifier from Quick Play  
+D Chart + GAC modifiers + Weather Effects. If pass is complete Determine Yards gained the same as 
above. 
Passing Play Notes 
In Forty Nine Football there are 5 passing depths (plus a Hail Mary - see rules); Short (~0-5 yards), 
Intermediate(~3-8 yards), Medium (~9-15 yards), Long (~12-25 yards) and Deep (~20+ yards). The 
shorter the length of pass, the higher the percent chance it will be completed, but also the lower 
the yards gained will be. You can use a Screen Pass as an effective tool against a Defense that 
blitzes a lot, a Screen pass is a short pass with the modifiers on the Team Chart’s Screen Pass Cell. 
You can also call for extra blocking, or have the receiver try and either get out of bounds or to stay 
in. Defense has the ability to double cover a receiver (even using a Basic Pass Defense) but this 
comes at a risk if it is called wrong. 
A passing play is resolved by first determining which player will be the targeted receiver, either by 
using the Player Selection Charts, or by you choosing the receiver, but if you choose you need to 
track attempts so as to not overuse a player. Pick one way and stick with it for the game. 

Passing Play Steps 
1. Determine the Receiver and Depth of Pass 
2. Turn over GAC; Determine Penalties, Pressure, Interceptions, Review and/or Fumbles 
3. Determine the Final QB Rating # as outlined above 
4. Turn over a Results card to determine if pass is complete. 
5. If Pass is complete, determine Final Yardage # and turn over another Results Card for yards  
6. Resolve for; any Fumble, Penalty or Review 
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Forty Nine Football - Defensive Helper 
Calling Defensive Plays and Resolving Defensive Modifiers; 

Calling defensive plays in Forty Nine Football is as challenging as in real life. You can either let the Solitaire 
Charts call the plays, or take the challenge yourself. If you choose the plays, there are varying degrees of 
risk/reward which take into consideration the Defenses ability versus how good the Offense is. The Quick 
Play +D charts are designed with both the Offenses and Defenses capabilities which means you do not 
need to track Influence while using the +D Charts.
With the Quick Play +D Chart, you select one play and then modify based on what play the Offense calls. 
The more correctly you call plays, the better your chance of success.
Playing a Run Defense means you’ve loaded up the box and are anticipating a run, or you can play a Basic 
Run which means you are still watching for a run, but with an eye on a pass too. It is more of a neutral play. 
A Basic Pass is similar in that you still have an eye on the run whereas a Pass Defense means you are 
selling out on the Offense Passing the ball. There are also two types of blitzing, a basic blitz and an 
aggressive blitz for when you need to make things happen, each has it’s own amount of risk versus reward.
Other things you can do on defense are to Double cover a receiver, Key on a RB, and Spy the QB. 
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